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We are an
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The Wriggle Way
In 2014 when Wriggle Marketing was born, our CEO thought there was a clear need for a
customer focused digital agency that was responsive to customer needs, yet focused
on generating a consistent return on investment with no bluff and bluster. The idea was
clear reporting, clear communication, transparency around results and good working
relationships. At Wriggle Marketing, we believe in investing time into our clients and working
closely with them to reach their objectives. We actively keep clients up-to-date, and provide
monthly reporting on the progress of the account and encouraging quarterly meetings.
Our ethos is transparency and honesty. We always go the extra mile for our clients;
we are proactive and reactive when we need to be, extremely easy to work with but
most importantly – WE DELIVER RESULTS!
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Our mission
is to provide a
digital service
that delivers
substantial returns
for our clients. We
utilise our skills as
a team to create
compelling and
unique work,
that will turn heads
and encourage
forward thinking.

735% increase
in organic
traffic over 12
months
Roofclad Systems

SEO

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is no longer
just about driving organic traffic to your website.
As you will see from our client testimonials and
from our results page, we monitor your website
traffic and analyse the data. This data gives an
insight into how your visitors are engaging and
interacting with your website, allowing us to make
data driven changes, to increase conversion rate,
which in turn increases your return on investment.
The Wriggle team are experts in SEO, with
an in depth understanding of search engine
behaviour, and website performance. By
delivering results based SEO services in
Newcastle, Wriggle has the dedication
and experience to support your business
in achieving its goals and drive more lead
generating traffic. As an SEO service provider
Wriggle strives to meet client targets when it
comes to traffic coupled with both revenue
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and lead generation. Our SEO team work
closely with you and outlines a detailed
plan and strategy from day one. Our client
onboarding process helps all those working
on your account to understand your business
inside and out so we can deliver the digital
results your business requires.
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The Brief

Organic users
increased by
82% within a
year compared
to the same
period the
previous year

Thompsons of Prudhoe instructed Wriggle’s SEO services, with the aim of increasing organic
form submissions and enquiries via the website and pushing organic traffic to their service
pages. We have also been working on improving and maintaining the website as a whole by
fixing any technical issues.

Our Approach
We have been focusing on the keywords by carrying out intense keyword research and building
location pages for different locations where the business is based. We continuously work to add
blogs to the website that are relevant and will answer queries potential clients may have.

*within a year compared to the same period the previous year
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The Brief
The Brief
Tyne North Training employed the use of Wriggles SEO services to increase the organic traffic
across the board, by ensuring that more of their pages are visible on Google. The better a page
performs on Google, the more likely it is to bring organic traffic to a site which may lead to
enquiries and in Tyne North Training’s case, form submissions and applications.

For the past few months we have been trying
to increase organic traffic to the website.
Moreso, we have been particularly focusing
on search terms like ‘asbestos management’,
‘water hygiene’ and ‘asbestos survey’, in order
to push traffic to the service pages.

Our Approach
Our Approach

Organic Organic Organic
page sessions users
views

up 448%

up 425%

up 390%

up 277%

Wriggle have spent the last 12 months fully optimising the content on Tyne North Trainings
website to ensure all pages were the best they could be in terms of SEO. This has involved fixing
any technical issues any webpage may have had to adding content and optimising current
content so that they included target keywords which could help the pages rank.

We have firstly made sure to follow all basic
optimisation techniques, by ensuring the on
page tags are correctly optimised with the
right keywords and character recommendations. We have also made sure the actual
content on the page answers the queries of
the potential client through the right keywords
and produced blogs that are related to the topics and have a good internal linking structure.
Aside from this, we have ensured their GMB is
correct for all locations.

New
organic
users

*over the last 6 months
compared to the same
period the previous year
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The Brief
Miko Engineering collaborated with Wriggle with the aim of boosting their website ranking
through the use of our SEO services. This was to be done through ensuring the clients website
was as good as could be, which would ultimately improve SEO performance, and help the
website to rank higher for the important keywords related to Miko Engineering.

Our Approach
Wriggle focused on blog optimisation, page content optimisation and image optimisation
across the site. This has mainly involved including important keywords within content and
images that weren’t previously there to give those pages a chance of ranking for said keywords
and similar search terms.

*over the last 6 months compared to the same period the previous year
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New organic
users
increased
94% over the
last 6 months
compared
to the same
period the
previous year.
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PPC

Pay Per Click or as it is more commonly known
PPC, is a model of internet marketing in which
advertisers pay a fee each time one of their ads
is clicked in order to drive traffic to websites.
Essentially, it’s a way of buying visits to your site,
rather than attempting to “earn” those visits
organically.
Why choose Wriggle as Your PPC Agency?
The most important factor and measure of success for us is return on investment for our
clients. As a Google and Microsoft Advertising Partner, we have the trusted badges of approval
from them to offer great customer service as well as effective advertising campaigns.
We offer complete transparency, sending each client a dynamic monthly report showing your
individual results and should you have a query, your Account Manager provides an expert point
of contact. We offer a multi-channel approach with Pay Per Click (PPC) advertising across a
range of platforms that complements other digital marketing channels such as Social Media as
well as our bespoke SEO services.

“Professional,
knowledgeable
and pleasant to
work with. Dion has
been exceptionally
helpful from day
one, providing
detailed briefs on
both strategy and
execution.”
Josh Hummerston - Oak
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The Brief
The pandemic created many challenges for businesses, but as a digital marketing agency our
response proved fundamental to the success of our client. Snackfully, a client that came to us
from their parent company, was created in response to the pandemic. They shifted their focus
from B2B to B2C, along with many other businesses in complete lockdown, and with the shift in
the nation’s workforce working from home, we were able to target the end user rather than the
wholesale businesses.

What We Found
Snackfully has a seasonal product range with peaks and troughs throughout the year. They are
also greatly affected by social and economic factors, but despite this they have seen growth
and development. Snackfully have adopted a wider range of services with a multi-channel
approach to their online business and PPC marketing.
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The Brief

What We Found

Transactions

*April 2021 - June 2021 vs July 2021 - September 2021

The Brief
Pro Employment Law was previously focused
on lead generation, but came to us with very
little conversion tracking in place to record
those leads. We could see traffic flowing
to the site from the Google Ads and some
KPIs to measure performance but no direct
conversion actions, resulting in potential
missed opportunities.

28.02%

24.51%

We achieved 4x their previous historical high for ROAS (that
would be Return On Ad Spend), and once we achieved profitability,
we were then able to further enhance their PPC marketing with
additional growth across the board throughout the year. The results
demonstrate that we have increased visibility and our place in the
market resulting in the number or orders received increasing, all
whilst driving revenue on an upward trajectory.

72.39%

Lunar shoes had previously attempted PPC and Google Ads management with a number of
agencies but failed to see a return on their investment and subsequently stopped utilising the
traffic source. But after a consultation, Lunar saw the missed opportunity and gave Wriggle a
chance to leave the right impression.

What We Found
We were able to add goals and call tracking to
give us more data to form in depth analysis,
as a result of those actions that took place
from users coming from Google Ads. This
allowed us to optimise and add layered
adjustments in order to increase traffic and
visibility. We achieved an increase in click and
relevant traffic as the CTR increased all whilst
simultaneously decreasing the cost for those
extra clicks.

Revenue

Impressions
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The Brief
Prior to our management Hitachi had very little information about the results from their ads,
as they had only a few established conversion actions. This meant that they didn’t know what
the clicks on their ads resulted in, whether that was form submissions, newsletters sign ups,
calls or brochure downloads. We started by establishing conversion actions to allow us to
analyse the data and continue to build off the results whilst also allowing us to establish a
benchmark ROI figure.

What We Found
From this data we have been able to create a strategy targeting broad traffic at the top of the
funnel, increasing the number of impressions, then filtering the traffic into product specific
terms. We then went on to re-engage with them in order to create repeat customers with the
company then benefiting from their lifetime value.

*April 2021 - June 2021 vs July
2021 - September 2021
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Goal
Conversion
rate
increased by
50.41%

Social Media
Management

   

The Social Media landscape is constantly
evolving, and it’s an opportunity that businesses
can’t afford to miss out on. Social media sites
have transformed online conversations directly
with your customers, including what they want to
see from you, how they want to see it, and where
they want to interact.
Utilised in the right way social media platforms can be one of the most powerful marketing tools
that can transform your relationship with your customers, from perception, to engagement and
clicking through to your site. As a specialist digital marketing agency with an expert social media
marketing team, Wriggle can offer you a comprehensive, creative and strategic social media
service that hits all your social and wider marketing objectives.
Our social media delivery will tick all of the following boxes:
Grow an engaged audience
Drive traffic to your website
Build brand awareness, trust and positive sentiment
Place you at the forefront of your customers minds
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We introduced a clear
focus for Linkedin to
promote office and
corporate snack
boxes, resulting in
a 145% increase in
page views MoM, and
115% increase in
clicks MoM.
Snackfully

The Brief
Wriggle have managed the social media channels for Snackfully since it’s launch due to the
pandemic. What initially began as a strategy to establish the brand, with the objective of growing
an engaged following across all platforms, has evolved into a more focused social media
strategy and content overhaul as Snackfully has developed and grown with its audience.

Our Strategy
In the past six months Wriggle has created a multi-channel social media strategy,
complemented by creative campaigns that adapts content, targeting and paid support to
each different social audience and it’s coinciding brand objectives.
We have implemented best practices per channel and a content overhaul, as well as a more
focused paid social strategy for growth, engagement and clicks to site.
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The Brief
The Know Your Town UK app showcases all there is to see, do and enjoy in any town across the
UK. It’s audience is everyone from locals and residents, to students, visitors and tourists. With
such a huge scope for content, our objective at Wriggle has initially been to grow the Know Your
Town audience and brand awareness through Facebook and Instagram during the early stages
of app launch.

Our Strategy
We carried out an audit on legacy profiles, before collating them into one with a clear focus and
vision moving forward. Wriggle created the social media strategy, content framework and wider
social support for Know Your Town with the aim of expanding and building on this throughout the
first year of business.

Our Strategy
Grisport already had established social media channels when Wriggle stepped in to help. Our
objective was to take the current channels to the next level in line with competitors and wider
brand profiles, to provide direction and an opportunity for long term social media results.
A comprehensive audit led to a focused strategy, and the introduction of new features that
hadn’t previously been utilised across the Grisport social media channels.
The introduction of Facebook and Instagram Shop features has allowed direct product
promotion and links to the company website, as well as the use of influencer and brand
ambassador relationships, general best practices and a structured content plan.
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Our Strategy
The Wriggle Objective for looking after the Todd & Cue social media channels was simple
- position Todd & Cue across all their social media as the North East Broker of choice. The
overhaul of the channels coincided with the launch of the new Todd & Cue website, a project
also carried out by Wriggle. Clear direction was given to the channels, with a focus on
highlighting the unique USPs of their Chartered status, the in-house claims team and their
insurance experience.
The tone of voice of the Todd & Cue social media channels is distinctive to reflect their brand,
and the supporting imagery has been upgraded to reflect this too.
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“Wriggle’s
customer service
cannot be faulted.
Nick, Mitchell and
Jess are always
enthusiastic,
proactive and
communicative.
They are willing to
listen and to share
ideas and have
helped us to help
them with clear
project timelines.”
Pearson Engineering

Graphic Design

Graphic Design is an integral part of every
business’ identity. The design of your brand and
any company documentation is always under
scrutiny regardless of whether you are a large
or small enterprise and in some cases, it could
be argued the smaller you are the stronger your
branding needs to be.
At Wriggle our designers understand the
importance of outstanding branding and
meticulous attention to detail when it comes to
company documentation and or literature.
It is their creative thinking and experience
which adds value by design. All of our clients
from a design perspective have different briefs
and this is what makes design so exciting.

Our clients love us for getting the job with
flair, on deadline and to budget. At Wriggle
we believe it is important for our designers to
immerse themselves through research and
communication in the clients business in order
to create work which makes the brand stand
out and enhanced against their competitors.

At Wriggle we work with start up businesses to
create new brands, we work with established
businesses to overhaul or modernise their
existing brand and we work with all business
types to produce items such as brand
guidelines, company documentation which
sell their products or services.
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The Brief
Pearson Engineering approached Wriggle to support them with the design of marketing
materials that showcased their vehicle types, products and capabilities at industry
leading events.

Our Approach
The brochures needed to showcase what the company could do, so it was imperative to portray
this through the design and print.
For all of the marketing materials we ensured the imagery was strong and reflected the high
quality machinery they engineer.
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The Brief

Our Approach

Themis Consultancy approached Wriggle with
the challenge of a brand overhaul. Their aim
was to incorporate a sleek and professional
look, whilst highlighting the three directors of
the business.

We opted for a stylish typeface, and were able
to manipulate the ‘m’ in Themis to signify the
three strongholds of the company. Wriggle then
went on to create letterheads and business
cards, as well as collating and setting out brand
guidelines for the company to ensure their
branding remains consistent for both their
online and offline media.
Following the success of this, we also designed
and built a website to learn about what services
the company offers and drive conversions.

The Brief
Due to the success of the work Wriggle previously completed for Pearson Engineering, their
sister company Responsive Engineering approached us to support with the design of marketing
materials that put them one step ahead of their competition at industry leading events.

Our Approach
Wriggle designed pull up banners and large format boards to create the stands. We opted for
powerful ‘action shot’ imagery to grab the attention of passers by, encouraging them to visit the
clients stand, with the hopes of generating further business.
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The Brief
Wriggle collaborated with Pro Employment
Law to create a new logo that embodied
a sleek and professional look whilst well
representing this ‘gap in the market’.
Pro Employment Law approached Wriggle
in need of a new logo. The client was keen to
include a vibrant fuschia within the logo, the
significance of this colour is due to it being the
colour of the ribbon used by barristers to tie up
their paperwork - a tradition dating back to the
16th century!

Our Approach
Wriggle also designed branded assets
including business cards, invoice headers,
letterheads and compliments slips. As part of
the new branding the client also wanted a new
website. The main focus was to showcase the
brand and encourage potential clients to get
in touch.
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Web Design &
Development
With Website Design and Development it is
essential that your website represents your
brand, your culture and your ethos but more
importantly your website is in most cases your
‘shop front’ and for this reason it is essential that
when designing your website we use data to drive
the design.
Our experienced designers and developers
will take analytics data, industry data and their
experience and create a website which works
and generates leads and revenue for you.
At Wriggle we have clients from all different
sectors and all around the world, with clients
based in Europe and some as far afield as
Australia! We are used to both travelling and
conducting meetings over video conference
facilities, to ensure the communication
between ourselves and the client is as strong
as possible.

Wriggle Marketing Company Brochure

We work with a vast amount of B2B
businesses as well as having profound
experience in B2C and eCommerce
developments. The eCommerce sites we
develop attract 10’s of thousands’s of visitors
per week and convert at above industry %
guidance, proving that our knowledge on web
development is up to scratch and up-to-date.
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“This is our second
project with Wriggle,
and as before the
team provided an
excellent service, and
all stakeholders were
very pleased with the
end result.”
Amelia Thompson - Cairn Group

The Brief
Ward Robinson instructed Wriggle to develop a high-quality modern site that more closely
reflected that of Ryder Architecture, in advance of their merger a few months down the line. The
site also needed to provide a clear identity for Ward Robinson, focusing on their past products
and showcasing their amazing imagery.

Our Approach
We were provided with a fantastic brief from
the client that included some initial research
and concepts. With this being a very imageheavy website, speed was of vital importance,
whilst maintaining the high quality of the
imagery.
The site was built to load using a series of
scripts that run on action, allowing the site to
house multiple high quality images without
compromising on speed. The CMS was built to
be future proof, with every element being able
to expand on without compromising the site’s
functionality and appearance.
This web development project was undertaken
with a tight turnaround time, but our highly
experienced Project Management team
set out a clear plan, identifying what we
could accomplish within the timeframe. The
project was broken down into phases and
communicated and guided at every stage
between the Production team and the client to
ensure everything remained timely.
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The Brief
The aim of Wriggle’s website redesign was to reflect the business growth in service offering and
product quality.

Our Approach
We used a lot of white space in order to give a modern and clean look to the website, while at
the same time ensuring there were enough elements throughout the site to give a great user
experience, whilst encouraging conversions. We designed and developed a fully bespoke theme
for the website to be supported by, which is appropriately adaptable and changeable in the CMS
without being overly complicated or giving any ability to compromise the site’s usability.
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The Brief

The Brief

Cairn Group instructed Wriggle to build three high-quality websites at an affordable cost, all of
which closely reflected each other.

Wriggle were to develop a modern website
that more closely reflected their brand
and encouraged conversion, while also
incorporating a custom-built quote calculator.

Our Approach
In order to meet and exceed the clients needs whilst keeping it at an affordable cost, we
designed and built a fully bespoke, user friendly multi-site. With each site operating on their own
whilst being fully manageable in the CMS. However all were supported by the multi-sites overall
theme and platform.
By creating a multi-site Wriggle were able to deliver a high quality site that converts, whilst
saving both time and money for the client.

Our Approach
We created a custom-built theme to support
the website with a CMS that allows for full
customisation of the content and imagery.
Throughout the process we worked very
closely with the client to ensure the design
and imagery was what they needed and were
looking for.
The website was built to encourage conversion
across all devices, and the Pub Calculator was
built and adapted to be more suitable for users.
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Meet The Team
We are proud to present our dedicated team. All
of our team are experts in their respective fields.
Stuart Taylor

Jess Wardell

Rachel Kelly

Web Developer

Graphic Designer

Graphic Designer

Sabah Dastgir

Naomi Wright Watkinson

Patrick Hill

SEO Executive

Digital Marketing Executive

SEO Executive

Nick Gianfreda

Mitchell Harrison

Georgia Gow

CEO / Founder

Managing Director

Project Manager

Saimon Apor

Steph Fox

Dion Williams

Marie Harrison

Dave Hardy

Purdey

SEO Manager

Head of Content
and Social

PPC Manager

Financial Controller

Developer

Office Dog
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Lets get a Wriggle on
Start Your Project Today
0191 815 0815
tickleus@wrigglemarketing.co.uk
101-103 Back High Street,
Gosforth,
Newcastle Upon Tyne,
NE3 4ET
www.wrigglemarketing.co.uk

